Case Study

**Colorful or white – Neopolen® P offers you packaging solutions**

Neopolen® P is a special foam made of expanded polypropylene (EPP). Its numerous advantages include very good shock absorption properties, which explains why it is used for wide-ranging applications in the automobile industry and also for packaging and transport.

The high-quality Neopolen® P types in different colors such as bright red, metallic red, azure blue and metallic blue are useful for denoting whether meals in insulating transport boxes are hot or cold.

The white Neopolen® P is used for high-quality product packaging. This white EPP foam is popular for transporting electrical goods such as plasma screens, and not only because it is reminiscent of Styropor®. Neopolen® P packaging is much more robust than Styropor® and protects the items against repeated bumps and jolts.